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Nevertheless the different vascularisation of the cortical fa cia lis centre in 
lower mammals (Monotremes, Ungulates) at one side and the Primates 
a t the other side shows tha t the constancy of relation between bloodvessels 
and cortical centra is no more va lid , wh en comparing phylogeneticaIly 
remote a nimaIs. 

Physics. - The COS1/lIC corpllscll lar llltra-radiation. V. Ionisation in the 
Stratosphere and in the highesf la ljers . By J. CLAY , (Communicated 
by Prof. P. ZE EMAN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 28, 1933) . 

§ I . After having found , in our previous communication IV , ), a basis 
for an explanation of the variation of intensity of the ultraradiation in the 
Earth 's ma gnetic field and of the variation in harclness , we now wish to 
discuss, in how far the remaining phenomena are in agreement with this 
ex planation . In the first place REGENER's :!) splendid measurements in the 
stratosphere should be considered, the more so, since at first sight one 
might think , that for lower magnetic latitudes an ionisation as high as founcl 
by REGENER could not be expected, the reason being that, according to 
STÖRME I~'S theory, na e1ectrons of lower energy could be incident. We 
expect, however , that this ionisation near the magnetic equator wiIl be 
somewhat less , corresponding to the smaller number of primary rays, but 
that apart from óhis the ionisation curve will have about the same shape as 
found by REGENE I~ at 50° magnetic latitude. 

In the first place we may convince ourselves, that the high ionisation of 
e.g. 90 ions which REGENER found at an altitude of 10 km can only to a 
small extent be du e to an increase of the intensity of the primary rays , for 
the foIlowing reason. 

Rays from outside penetrating the atmosphere to an altitude of 10 km , 
have already passed through ' /4 of the atmosphere and therefore originaIly 
had a minimum energy which is 1 / 4 of the minimum energy required to 
reach the ear th 's surface or 109 e. Volt . But this shifting of the lowest 
energy limit from 4 X Ion to Ion e. Volt does not seem capable of causing 
an increase of primary rays by a factor 25 , as would be necessary if we 
wish to attribute the ionisation observed by REGENER to primary rays only. 

It appears , however, that the existence of such a large increase of 
ionisation with a lti tude may be expected on account of the influence of the 
secondary rays, if we take into account the influence which the pressure in 
the atmosphere should have. 

In dealing with this mat ter. we shall not enter into the question as to in 
how far collisions of primary rays in the atmosphere might give rise to 

I) Proc. ROyBI Acad. of Amsterdam , 3S, p . 1282, 1932. 
2) E. REGENI!R . Die Naturwissenschaften , 20, p. 695 , 1932 . 
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hard gamma rays. although it seems certain that such a process occurs 
occasionally. Though such gamma rays could of course only ionise by again 
producing corpuscular rays . some difference in the result may be expected . 
due to the intervening process of absorption of gamma rays. A more 
accurate knowledge concerning these collision phenomena will be needed . 
before this question can be more precisely dealt with. 

§ 2. Let us consider first the barometer effect. discovered by 
MYSSOWSKI and T UWIM I) . This effect is now accurately known by the 
researches of the Halle school under the leadership of HOFFMANN . in 
particular MESSE I~sCHMmT ' S data:!) . Let us now see how we expect the 
intensity of radi;1tion to vary with varying barometric préssure. We then 
have to distinguish between rays of sllch energy that they pass through the 
whole of the atmosphere, or eventually a much thicker layer of matter. on 
the one hand. and rays which can only pass throug h part of the atmosphere 
on the other hand. 

For all rays the equation 

dl T = - ,ttd(D) 

holds . where d (D) is the increase in thickness of the layer of matter given 
by an increase in barometric pressure of I centimeter of mercury. For thc 
first group of rays. which pass through the atmosphere to its whole extent, 
d(D) is equal to 0.136. if It be expressed per meter of water. From this 
follows that for such rays the barometric effect increases proportionally 
to p. 

Let us now. however. discuss the second group of rays. which are 
formed inside the atmosphere and of which the penetrating power is only 
a fraction of the atmosphere. Denote by It I the absorption coefficient for 
this kind of rays which corresponds to the thickness D of the atmosphere. 
Then secondary ra-diation having an absorption coefficient n!-ll will have a 
maximum path of length D jn in the atmosphere . and the maximum variation 
of intensity of such radiation for a variation in pressure of 0.136 meters of 

water will bec!J = -n/l l ~~ 136=_ 0. 136 !-li' 
I n 

If therefore the increase in pressure had no other influence than indicated 
above. the rays of less high energy (Iess hard rays) would at most have an 
equal. but in general a smaller barometer coefficient than the harder rays. 
Something quite different is observed . The barometer effect is highest. 
when the shielding is least. that is for rays of lower energy. This indicates 
that for higher pressure the number of rays of low energy decreases. This 
assumption is confirmed by the fact that for the same shielding but at 
higher alti tu de. that is at smaller pressure. the barometer coefficient 

I) L. MYSSOWSKI and L. TUWJM. Zeitschrift für Physik, 39. 1i6. (1926) . 
2) W . MESSERSCHMIDT. Z. f. Ph .. 78. p . 668. (1932). 
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increases appreciab ly. w hich means that at th is lower pressure the number 
of secondary corpuscular fays found is grea ter. 

For primary radiation hav in g a n absorption coefficient of 0.020 per 
meter of water and the hardes t secondaries. o f which the absorption 
coeHicient is 0.075 per meter o F wa ter. th e intensities a re in the 
ra tio 0.12 to 0.7 I). which leads to a n ave rage absorption coefficient 
of 0 .066 per meter of water. F or th is radiation the barometer coeWcient 

~{ = - 0.066 )< 0.1 36 = - 0.0090 is to be expected. Accurate measure

ments by MESsHisc HrvllI lT yield a barometer coefficient of 0.0104 with :1 

shield of 20 cm of lead. However . this shield does not exclude radiation 
with a somewhat larger ,1/. 

Let us further compare th e measurements by M ESSERSC HI\·\lDT 2) in Halle 
( 110 m) , in a surrounding of 75 cm pressure , with those by LINDHOLM at 
Muottas Mu raig l at a n eleva tion of 2456 meters and a pressure of 
56.5 cm:{). For th e same ;; hie ldin g. the I'alues found in the low pressure 
surrounding are largest, as is shown by the following figures . In 10 cm of 
lead , the barometer coefficient in Halle is 0.0184 , and in Muottas Muraigl 
0.0400, and without shie lding 0 .0192 in Halle and 0.0845 in Muottas 
Muraigl. 

Without shielding Mr:SSI-:l~SCHMII)TS observations of intensity deviate 
from proportiona lity for <I decrease in pressure of 3 cm of mercury . in 
the sen se that the ioni s<1 tion increases more r<1pi dly . We think that also the 
reason for this is that the number of secondary (tertiary etc.) corpuscles 
accompanying one prim ary and ha ving sufficient energy to penetrate the 
ionisation chamber dec reases with increasing pressure, which assumption 
was stated above. This may be due to the chance for the formation of cl 

new secondary becoming smaller. as the energy of the primary decreases . 
which may be made plausible by the following reasoning. Assuming the 
effective area for a nucleus and an electron to be the same, its ratio to the 
effective area of the atom as a whole is as I to lOs. Sin ce for o xygen the 
number of extra-nuclear electrons is 8, for nitrogen 7, we assume that the 
probability for the formation of a secondary ray and the probability for an 
ionisation have the ratio I to 107 . For the ionisation of 10 7 atoms 
3.2 X lOs e. Volt must be lost , af ter th is also a secondary ray will be 
produced , on the average. That is : for a primary corpus de of 3.2 X 108 

e. Volt th e probability of the formation of a secondary is I. Further : the 
number of corpuscles of high energy accompanying a primary ray must be 
independent of the density of the gas, since, for a higher density . the 
number of secondaries produced increases, but their ranges diminish in the 
same ra tio. H owever. th is is different for corpuscles of low energy. We 

. 
1) The values are taken from a private communication by Prof. REGENER and dtffrr 

only slightly from those published by him in Nature 127, 233, (1931) . 
2) W. MESSERSCHM IDT. Zeitschrift für Phys ik. 78, 668, (1932). 
J) P . LINDHOLM . Gerland 's Beiträge zur Geophysik. 22. Ii I . (1929). 
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only need to consider rays having an energy larger than lOG e. Volt , since 
1.6 X lOG e. Volt was required in order to pass through the brass well of 
thickness 0.5 mm of R EGEN ER 's ionisation chamber. Suppose we have a ray 
of only 3.2 >< lOG e. Volt , then the chance for the production of one 
secondary has gone down to l/tOo , and in th is case the range wil! be 
diminished at higher pressure , but thc chance for areplacement by a new 
secondary will be practically negligible. In this way one may possibly 
understand, why for a higher pressure the number of corpuscular rays 
passing through a space of 1 cc becomes less. We have, at any rate , that 
for lower pressure this number must be much larger, as is found ex peri
mentally (LI NDH o l.l\'\ 's and M ES SERSCHMIOT's results of barometer-effect 
as seen above) . 

Independently of thc above consideration , which perhaps does not 
sufficicntly elucidatc the mechanism producing the secondary ray intensity, 
it is therefore experimentally certain that the number of secondaries of 
lower energy depends on the pressure, in the sense that it decreases for 
increasing pressure. For the higher layers we shall now assume, that this 
number is indirectly proportional to the pressure I), and this is the only 
postulate which we now use in order to discuss quantitatively REGEN~R'S 
ionisation curve in the higher layers . 

§ 3. Let us con si der the whole of the atmosphere to be reduced to 
normal pressure, which is expressed in meters of water. Passing from the 
upper boundary downward , the intensity of primary radiation will decrease 
according to the well known law 

.7/2 

1 = 10 2:7 • {Sin H e - " ' cc 0 d H. 

o 

In this formula , 10 is the intensity of primary radiation incident at the 
upper boundary, ,11, the absorption coefficient of this radiation, which, 
according to REGE NE R's expcriments is equal to 0.0206 per meter of water, 
and H the depth below the upper boundary in meters of water. 

The value of this integral may be obtained from GOLD 's tables :!) . This 
primary radiation produces secondaries, with which, however, it becomes 
saturated only after it has passed through a certain thickness of the 
a tmosphere. In our previous communication we found that the secondaries 
have a n avera ge ra nge o f 2.6 k .m. of normal air. We shall therefore 
assume that the primary rays are saturated with secondarics, after they 
have passed through a portion of the atmosphere equivalent to 3 meters of 
water. We ma y add , that the results are changed but little , if 3.5 meters or 
2.5 mcters is assul11ed , but in any case further investigation will have fix 
this value more precisely. 

I) For the la yers ne ar the earth , the variation seems 10 be even more than this . 
2) E. GOLD. Proceedings of th~ Royal Society A 82, 62, ()918) . 

I'roceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXXVI , 1933. 

5 
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If now. we consider a layer which is higher . we cannot have saturation. 
but the secondary ionisation expressed in its saturation value may then be 
calculated in the following manner. 

Let A be the point in question . a t a distance h below the top of the 
atmosphere. We surround A by a sphere of radius r. which represent the 
range necessary for producin g saturation. Both IJ and rare expressed in 
meters of water. 

For secondary rays originating within an elementary solid angle d w 
having its vertex at A. the ionisation produced in a closed vessel at A is 

k g d w 

if e the distance from A within which th e secondary rays are produced. and 
k a factor of proportionality. 

IE h ?;; r . there is saturation at A . and the intensity of ionisation measured 
at this point is 

2 n k r 

as is found by integrating the above expression over the hemisphere. 
IE h = ar and a < 1. the sphere intersects the upper boundary of the 

atmosphere. which is considered as aplane. The vertically shaded reg ion 
represents radiation saturated at A. and the corresponding portion of the 
integral is 2 n k ra. The horizontally shaded reg ion represents radiation 
which is only partly sa turated at A . and the corresponding portion of the 
integral is 

Ct , 

k j' ~r_ 2 R sin a do = - 2 7T k r a Ig a. 
cos 0 . 

o 

In tota!. the intensity of ionisation a t A is therefore 2 n k r a (I-Ig a). 
and the desired ratio of secondary ionisation to its saturation value is 
therefore 

a (I - Ig a) . 

The assumptions involved in the above are tha t the secondary radiation 
accompanying a primary ray is proportiona l to the distance travelled in the 
a tmosphere. as long as this distance is smaller than r. that the emission of 
sec'Ündaries from a volume element occurs uniformly over a hemisphere. 
downward . and that there are no primaries with a range smaller than r . 

We now wish to determine the amount of primary radiation which may 
penetrate in the layer at A from below. For this we first have to know. at 
which point horizonta l rays may penetrate . in other words the point where 
the norizonta l direction is eq uivalent to 2 X 100 meters of water. 

To this end . we fir st determine the density of the air at the point in 
question . a nd then imagine all of the atmosphere above this point to be 
compressed to this density. This point B be at x meter water pressure below 
the top of the a tmosphere . so tha t x. in genera l might have all values from 
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o to 10.33. The density of the air at B is therefore Ii33 0.00129. The air 

above B, which corresponds to x meters of water has . if compressed to this 
density , a thickness of 8000 meters assuming t = 0" c. 

p 
.B 

Fig. I. Fig. 2. 

Now p X 2 R = k'.! , where the thickness of the atmosphere has 
been neglected with respect to R. Since R = 6300 km , we have 

k = V 2 >< 8 X 6300 = 318 km . The water-equivalent of these 318 km is 
found by multiplying th is length with the reduced density assumed above, 
and is therefore 

x 
318 X 1O.:I3 0.00129 = 40x meters. 

Since this has to be equal to the range of 100 meters , we find x = 2Yz. 
The desired layer , at which horizontal primary rays may penetrate, and 
which we shall name the " Iayer of zero dip"; is therefore situated at 
an altitude of about 2 Yz meters of water below the top of the atmosphere . 
if an average energy of 3 X 101 0 e . Volt for primarie's is assumed . We shall 
adopt the value of 10 kilometer for its altitude above the Earth 's surface . 

§ 4. ' Proceeding to greater altitudes , a certain fraction of the primary 
radiation comes from below, the intensity of th is fraction being determined 

by the dip /3 of the horizon. We have sin /3 = I ,,'~' where H the altitude 

above the saturation layer mentioned above . and R the radius of the Earth , 
so that sin {J = 0.0178 VH if H be expressed in kilometers . Since the ratio 
of the solid angle subtended by to the hemisphere is equal to sin {J . the 

5* 
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intensity of the primary ra dia tion incident from below is given by the 
intensity in the layer of zero dip . multiplied by sin {J. This amount is to be 
a dded to th e intensity of the prim ary radiation incident from above . 

TABLE I 

Ioni!a tion in a closed vessel in the stratosphere . 
- . 
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8 608 1.6 0 .610 0 .630 1. 25 0 .787 

7 532 2.6 0 .657 0.657 1. 43 0.940 

6 456 3 . 7 0.690 0.690 1.67 1. 152 

5 380 5. 1 0 .722 0.722 2.0 1.444 

4 304 6 . 7 0 .761 0 .761 2 .5 1.902 53 36 

3 228 8. 9 0 .804 1 0 0.804 3. 33 2.677 77 35 

2. 7 205 9 . 7 0 .81 8 0 .995 0.016 0.830 3.70 3 .071 90 34 
2.4 182 10 .5 0 .833 0.978 0.023 0 .838 4.17 3.494 109 32 
2. 1 160 11. 5 0. 849 0 .949 0.029 0 .835 4.76 3 .975 133 30 
1. 8 137 12 .7 0.865 0. 906 0 .035 0 .819 5 .56 4 .554 177 26 
1.5 114 14 . 1 0 .882 0 . 846 0 .041 0 .787 6 .67 5.2i9 203 26 
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0 . 3 23 
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26.2 0 .964 0 .333 0 .074 0 . 3<)2 33 . 33 \3 .065 270 
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48 

0 . 15 11 31 .9 0 .975 0. 120 0. 085 0 .203 66 .66 113 . 534 273 49 

T hc in tensity ra tios. ca lcula ted a t different heights . are given in column 
9 of T able I . the ionisations observed by R EG ENE R are given in column 10. 
however fo r the fir s t va lue in thi s column KOLH ÖRSTER's observation 1) has 
been lised . s in ce REGENER 's va lues do not extend sa far downward . For the 
Jawel' a ltitudes. our ca lcttla tion y ields toa small values. For the highest 
a ltitud e the ca lcula ted va lue is toa high :! ) . which may be due. either to 
unknown factors . or to the fact tha t the saturation with secondary rays 
decreases more ra pidly than has been computed . However. for the whole of 

1) w . KOLHÖRSTER. Verh . d . Ph ys. Ges. 16. p. 719. (1914) . 
2) Note added during the correction : 
A ccord ing to a priva te communicat ion by R EGENER. his most recent measurements y ield 

fo r thc ionisa tion in the highes t laye r thc va lues 333 I in stead of 273 1. so that now the 
result o f the ca lcul a tion for the highes t layers is in better a greement with observa tion . 
T hc va lues given in thc tablc were those ta ken from R EG ENER's curve in the paper cited . 
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the reg ion where the saturation with secondary rays may be considered 
complete, the calculated relative values are in sufficient agreement with 
REGENER's measurements. We therefore conclude, that the assumptions we 
made are in the main not in contradiction with stratospheric measurements 
of ionisation in c10sed vessels. 

§ 5. Having obtained , in this way, a suitable means to account for the 
relative ionisation curve for measurements in a c10sed vessel in the upper 
troposphere and the stratosphere, as far as data are known , we may now 
follow the same method for investigating ionisation andconductivity in the 
highest layers of the free atmosphere, no further assumptions or data being 
needed. 

In the very highest layers , secondary radiation produced by the primaries 
incident from above may be expected to be practically absent. It is at this 
point, that the insight just obtained concerning the dip of the horizon , helps 
us out. The peculiar situation is, that in the highest layers nearly all of the 
secondary radiation comes from below. The number of these secondaries 
coming from below increases with alti tu de. In the second column of 
Table 2, the influence of the dip of the horizon is expressed. We have seen 
above that the solid angle of the horizontal dip , expressed in the hemisphere 
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as a unit , is given by sin {J . lts value is given in the second column , and the 
intensity of the secondaries is proportional to this . To this intensity, of 
course, the action of primari es coming from abo\"e alld fro m below, must 
be added. So the intensity of primaries increases with altitude For two 
reasons. 

In calculating the nllmber oF ions in the higher [avers of the atmosphere, 
we may most suitably express it in the ionisation Found by REGENER at 
la km as unit. Let q be th e number of ions per cc per second produced by 
radiation in the free atmosphere . In the state of equilibrium , we have 
q = (1 n ~, where q th e coefficient of recombination for the local pressure. 

I 

Hence Tl = I / ~ . Now, sincc both q and ({ are proportional to the pressure. 

n will be independent of the pressure. for a given number of ionising rays. 
The specific conductivity of the air is given by j, = ne u. where e the 

elementary charge an d u the mobility . Since. for small pressures, u is 
indirectly proportional to the pressure, j, also increases indirectly proport
ionally to th e pressure. We now are able to calculate the conductivity at 
various heights in the atmosphere. lts calculated value is given by the last 
column of Table 2. The values for the pressure used are those which 
STÖRlIlER has calclliated according to assumptions by JEANS , and are given 
in column 3. They were taken from VEGARD 's treatise in the Handbuch der 
Experimentalphysik XXV. p. 435 . 

For our calculation we start from the conductivity measured at an 
altitude of la km as a basis. For altitudes of 20 and 30 km we yet have to 
take into consideration the ionisation by secondaries from higher layers . 
but at 40 km and higher . th is radiation is no more of any importance. For 
these higher altitudes , all of the secondary radiation comes from the side of 
the Earth . The interesting and rather unexpected point about the result is 
that the conductivity, somewhere between 80 and 90 km rises rapidly. and 

reaches . at 90 km a value corresponding to the conductivity of the humid 
Earth. Before this. BENNDORF 1) had ca rried out similar calculations and 
reached about the sa me conclusions. However, at that time very few data 
concerning the intensity of ultraradiation at high altitudes were available , 
whereas at' present th e foundation is more certain. 

The foregoing shows that the secondary radiation coming from below is 
capable of giving a complete explanation of the high conductivity at very 
large altitudes. and that our assumptions are suitable for calculating its 
magnitude. 

Amsterdam . January 18. 1933. 
Natuurkundig Laboratorium. 

1) H. BENNDORP. Phys. Zs. 27 . p. 686. (1926). 


